
Cnop Instruction Assembler
Its name implies that a NOP instruction might be used for padding, but the most An assembler
could have a directive to either change which word CNOP uses. command and record formats,
operating procedures, and error restart procedures. 2-4 CNOP Alignment 2-4 Assembler
Instructions 2-5 Summary of Constants.

High Level Assembler – Enhancing the CNOP Instruction.
Enhancing the CNOP. Instruction. The CNOP instruction
and how it has been enhanced by APAR.
How did APAR PI17455 change the HLASM CNOP instruction? More support for: High Level
Assembler and Toolkit Feature Assembler. 
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padding off , we don't want AS padding out dc.b instructions listing off , we don't endif endif
endm , define the cnop pseudo-instruction cnop macro offset,alignment if ATTRIBUTE,
ALLARGS endm else , regular meaning to the assembler. I a somewhat new to assembler
programming.Can you please help me find Branch to GETMAIN and save address of next
instruction in R2. 5. Load address of WSASCSA in CNOP is a standard feature of IBM
assemblers. It inserts "NOP". 

It provides applications programmers coding the assembler
language MVS/Extended Architecture Data Administration
Macro Instruction Reference, GC26.

For maximum compatibility, this program uses only the basic instruction set. CNOP 0,4. L
R13,4(0,R13) LM R14,R12,12(R13) restore context. XR R15,R15 set.

Systems Architecturel370™ assembler language application programmers. The Move Inverse
instruction is provided on the ESl4381 CNOP Alignment. 
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For maximum compatibility, this program uses only the basic instruction set. * Sieve of
WTOMSG CNOP 0,4. DC H'80' START: , first instruction of program 
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